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Plugging heaters intotrees
and bombing pine needles is
the basis for new silvicultural
research bythe Department of
Conservat ion and Land
Management (CALM) in pine
plantations near Harvey.

" B o m b i n g "  t h e  p i n e
needles is carried out with the
use of a Scholander pressure
bomb, which measures how
well-watered the pinetrees are.

The "heater" is the latest
and best in heat pulse velocity
probes which measure the
amount  of  water  a t ree
transpires through its leaves; it
is plugged into the sapwood
of the tree trunk, heating the
sap for use as a "tracer" that
can show theflow of water up
the tree.

The probe is connected to
a data logger that can record
continuouslyfor up to six weeks

-a vast improvement on
formermanual methodswhen
researchers sat by trees, taking
measurements every hour for
days or even months.

It will probably take a year
for operators to become fully
conversant with this new
equipment, butthe knowledge
will be usefull when measuring
transpiration in other plant
speciet particularly where we
want to maximise trees as
pumps in salt problem areas.

Researchers are also using
a neutron probe to monitor
soil water to a depth of eight
melres.

The three activities are part
of a research project, aimed at
measur ing  t ree-g  rowth
response to thinning and to
the application of fertiliser.

CALM already knows a
great deal about how trees

respond to ferti l iser; now
plantation managers want to
know how much and the best
times to apply it, and what is
the optimum number of trees
that can be grown on a given
area.

Dwellingup-based forest
scientist and plant physiologist
Stuart Crombie says CALM
wants to work out the most
economical way to manage
plantations, and maximise
wood production.

"By understanding how
trees manage their nutrient and
water supply, we can adiust
the numberoftrees on a site to
produce the  max imum
amount  o f  wood to  the
required specification," he
says.

"lt's no use whacking on
large amounts of fertiliser, if
the trees grow so rapidly they
run out of water and die."

CALM tree nutritionistand

ioint prolect leader of the trial

John Mccrath says fertiliser
increases a tree's leaf area.

"lncreasing leaf area means
the trees grow more rapidl,

Iaft: Joe Kinal points to a sap-llou
meter insefied into a radiata pine.

Belou: Stuaft Crombie
(foreground) and lan Dumbrell
measuring the uater stress ofpine
needles with a Scholander
hessure Bomb.
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but they also transpire more
water," John says.

"Thinning trees reduces
competition for the available
soilwaterand allows those left
standing to absorb fertiliser
more effectively.

"The riddle yet to be
unravelled is the relationship
between wood production and
water use of different species
of trees."

A three-year  p la n to
monitor 36 plots began in the
'| 993-94 summer season after
the trees were thinned to
varying densities of trees to
the hectare.

,ohn Mccrath shares with
us the following observations
to date:

"Pinus rodioto seems to
absorb more soil water than
does Pinus pinoster, but it may
run the risk of running out of
water before summer ends,
particularly if there's been a
drought," he says.

Pinus pinoster appeats to
conserve water by having a
much smaller leaf area and by
its greater ability to reduce
water loss during transpiration
by controlling the porousness
of the pine needles. lt may
avoid droughtdeath by leaving
morewater in the ground over
summer, but at the cost of
growing less wood than PnuJ
radiotd.
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Yellow-billed spoonbills haue aisited
Star Swamp for the last three uears.
Theg sift small mtstaceans from the
shallou uater. The story of this
suburban wetland is told on page 45.

About a quarter of Stirling Range
National Park has been closed to
protect its unique flora from dieback
desease. Tum to page l0 to disconr
these plants on the edge-

Found all ouer Australia, short-beaked
echidnas are one of two Australian egg-
laging mammak. Theg still occur
around Perth. See page 18.

The orange-bellied frog k part of the
South West's fine-scale richness qnd
aariety. Find out more about these
foscinating creatures on page 35.
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A marine park is proposed to adjoin
the Prince Regent Nature Reserue. The
Complex Coast (page 49) discusses the
need for integrated m1nqgemant of
land and sea around our coast-
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The coral gardens in the sheltered
lagoons of the Rowley Shoals contain
dozens of different varieties of staghom
coral and are inhabited by a huge nnge
of colourful reef fish. See 'Coral for
K€eps' on page 28.
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